Americans to Collect

$29,214,500

in “Seized Somali Pirate Treasure”
Little-Known Shipping Co. Carries the Loot...
Dear [First Name],
The world’s biggest governments can’t stop them. An entire industry cowers in terror, powerless to
defend itself.
Last year alone, they carried out over 130 attacks — and still hold 16 ships and their 300 crew members
hostage.
And with every new attack, roving bands of Somali pirates — armed with little more than AK-47s and
fishing dinghies — grow bolder, stronger and wealthier, looting untold riches from an already fragile,
highly leveraged shipping industry.
Heck, with demand sinking the pirates seem to be the only ones making any money from shipping these
days.
But what almost no one knows is that one small shipping is going to grab a huge share of
the plunder very soon — and put a $29 million fortune in investors’ pockets on March 9th!
I’m talking about a huge one-day payout that could easily pay you $3,201 – and could realistically pay
you over $25,000.
Hundreds of Americans have already signed up to receive their share – and you can, too… but only until
February 25th. After then, the door on this opportunity will be slammed shut.
How is this possible -- and what is this seized “treasure”?
All the details are in the letter below.
But I urge you to read quickly because this payout is happening very soon – within the next 6 weeks. The
pirates just recently returned the hijacked Saudi oil tanker the Sirius Star – so it’s clear that things are
moving quickly.
It’s why I’m writing to you in such a hurry right now — so you can find out how to take advantage of the
Somali Pirate Play before it passes for good.

A Nautical Disaster
It’s no secret that pirates continue to plague the shipping industry. That’s what makes this sector so ripe
for investment potential…
Because the pirates have basically made business disastrous for 99% of shipping companies in the area…
And ridiculously profitable for one company that’s figured out how to thrive…
They actually receive what’s called a “Pirate Premium” – meaning they get extra money for anything they
ship just because they figured out how to evade pirates.
And for the past 5 years, they’ve passed this “Pirate Premium” directly to their shareholders.
For instance…
If you owned 1000 shares in this company, you received:
$4,840 in
$4,210 in
$5,850 in
$3,810 in
$4,890 in

“Piracy is estimated to cost
between $13 and $16 billion
every year and could cost
substantially more in
coming years.”

2004…
2005…
2006…
2007…
2008…

But – on March 9th, 2009, with the “Pirate Premium”
hitting historic highs, you can expect to collect $6,403 if
you own 1,000 shares…

– Newsweek, June 2008

That’s why we call it “Seized Somali Pirate Treasure” – without the Pirates, these payouts simply wouldn’t
be nearly as big.
Within the next few weeks, this small company will pay out over $29 million of this seized “treasure” –
and there’s nothing the pirates can do about it.
What exactly is the “Pirate Premium” – and how much is it worth? That’s what I set out to find out for
myself – and it wasn’t easy.

A Treasure Map to Profits on the High Seas
If you’re a typical
shipping company, you
can expect to charge
$40,000 a day to ship
someone’s goods on one
of your ships.
That $40,000 per ship is
what’s called the “spot”
price – and it changes
with fuel prices,
geography, importing and
exporting taxes, etc.
Usually, it doesn’t
fluctuate much – maybe
a 5% swing throughout
the year.
But that all changes if
you’re forced to travel
through the Suez canal – which connects Asia to Europe through the Gulf of Aden to the Mediterranean
Sea.
That’s because this shipping lane is heavily patrolled by thousands of Somali Pirates.
And that’s when you get paid your “Pirate Premium.”
Today, shipping companies that can navigate these pirate-infested waters get paid an additional $20,000
a day per ship – for a total of $60,000.
And right now, one company traded on the New York Stock Exchange is taking advantage and making
huge profits…
Moreover, they’ve paid out all of their profits – more than $120 million to their shareholders
over the past 5 years.
But how exactly does this one company have what it takes to do this?
Simply put: it’s faster – and it’s better.
Unlike its peers, its young fleet has much more efficient propulsion, making it possible to evade piracy
attacks along the fearsome Suez.
What’s more, this company has:

absolutely zero debt (a major rarity)
a $500 million line of credit at its disposal, and
a stock rated by Morgan Stanley Research as the very best of all the listed international
shipping stocks
And just look at how it’s been clobbering the Dow Jones and S&P 500 over the past 3 months:

As you can see, this tiny shipping company posted 25% gains in the same time period that both the S&P
500 and the Dow continued to fall.
Simply put, you can easily expect to net $6,403 in 2009 – all starting March 9th.
But in the meantime, let me tell you exactly how I discovered this information…

My Life in the CIA
My name is “Fitzroy McLean,” and I had a long career as a Special Forces Ranger and CIA clandestine
agent throughout Africa, Europe and the Middle East — you know, spying and blowing things up.
Needless to say, I’ve had my fill of politics, deceit and subterfuge.
But my former profession did leave me with a passion for exploring the world and learning how to
uncover hidden, offbeat opportunities. As a matter of fact, right now I’m about to get into a helicopter
near the African coast, about 6 miles from the nearest Somali pirate as I monitor the situation. I guess the
taste for intrigue and danger dies a little hard…
But I’m not the only one.
Sitting next to me is “Simon Black,” also a former CIA agent and fellow West Point graduate (I’m sure
you understand why we can’t reveal our real names).
Since becoming a pair of globe trotting entrepreneurs, we’ve discovered some truly fantastic opportunities
for profitable investing all around the world — the kind you’d have a hard time finding in Forbes or on
CNBC .
Or from dutifully reading the The Wall Street Journal every evening in your armchair.
You’ll find all these opportunities in a newsletter we write called Without Borders — a publication unlike
any other you’ve ever seen.
The mouth-watering opportunities we’ll bring you in it are the result of our traveling to a hugely diverse
array of countries and regions, many that you might want to visit or live in someday (more about this
later) — others, that no sane person would want to set foot in.
Because if there’s any kind of potential for outstanding profits that others haven’t yet heard of, we want
to be the first to know.
Our unquenchable curiosity has led us to interview Albanian gangsters, brave car bombs in Lebanon,
hobnob with Gambian ministers, and cultivate relationships with a wide network of financiers and
diplomats throughout the world.
Over the past year and a half, we’ve introduced investors to a Chinese cement company (remember the
earthquake?), an Argentine utility, a Central American airline, a Hong Kong conglomerate, and many
other picks you won’t find on the NYSE.
So how have we done so far?
During a year when many investors were lucky to still have the shirts on their backs, the very first annual
performance of our portfolio yielded a robust 10%.
Not a bad start for two fun-loving ex-spooks…

The Tip of a Very Huge Iceberg
Of course, stocks aren’t everything -- there’s much more we want to share with you. Our relentless
search for greener grass has revealed numerous opportunities for exciting, comfortable and profitable
living all across the world.
We’ve found special places where you can

Park your capital gains in a tax-free account for 9% annual growth
Shield your assets with rock-solid asset protection and privacy laws
Obtain a second passport (this could really come in handy during tense situations)
Buy a large house in a cool, lush mountain oasis for less than $170,000 — and not pay a cent
in property taxes for 20 years
Start 5-10 businesses for only $2,000 each—this place loves Americans and is begging for
capital!
Completely eliminate estate taxes
…And much, much more.
Oh, and did you know that you can save up to $87,500 in tax-free income when living abroad?
And let me tell you about a few of the mouth-watering surprises we’ve uncovered for 2009:
Even with a huge economic meltdown, one industry is experiencing rapid growth throughout
the UK by providing financial services that are just too much trouble for big bed-ridden banks.
(You’ll be surprised when we tell you what it is!) One of its players just experienced 42.32%
revenue growth in one year. Another had net income growth of 406.89%. And as of right
now, both are busy gobbling up smaller competitors.
Guarani Indians have been using the leaves of this
plant as a sweetener for centuries…now the
world’s biggest food and beverage
conglomerates are chomping at the bit to
use it in place of their artificial ones. One Asiabased company is the biggest extractor and refiner
of this all-natural sweetener (they’ve already
signed a deal with Pepsi) — and could soon double
or even triple in value after the FDA approves its
use this year.
Over the past 10 years, emerging-market
companies have produced higher profits with lower
leverage, expanding annually by double digits. And
according to Morgan Stanley, they’re expected
to generate 100% of the world’s economic
growth in 2009. We’ll take you along as we visit
the very best companies and uncover stellar
investments.
There’s much more you’ll find in Without Borders, but
before I get into that, I’d like to introduce to you another
way we profited from the struggling shipping industry…

The Most Frightening 2
Words on Wall Street
Whether you’re on the high seas or sitting comfortably in
your office – if you’re the CEO of a shipping company only
one thing scares you more than pirates.
I’m talking about short selling. Just last month we basically
took the flip-side of the approach I shared with you above.
Instead of finding a shipping company that can weather
the pirate storm, we shorted two distressed companies in
the industry that were taking a major beating.

“Thanks for your first issue of
Without Borders… money
well spent, rich with food for
thought.”
-Don R.
“Without Borders is no doubt
one of the most entertaining,
intriguing, and unique
newsletters I’ve ever seen. And
the ’Heiress of the Month‘
segment is a total riot, I love
it!”
-Shannara J.
“Simon and Fitzroy, firstly,
thanks for the excellent
newsletter. I could honestly say
it is the best international
newsletter I have read or
subscribed to. I like the fact
that you go to the countries and
talk to people. Having traveled
extensively, I am aware that the
tourist areas and media touted
sites are not reflective of
reality.”
-Malcolm M.
“I have subscribed to Without
Borders from the beginning
and I want to tell you how
much I enjoy it. Your
publication is unique and
without peer. You guys write
very, very well.”
-Bobby J.

The result? A quick 460% profit
I’m telling you about this not to brag – but to show you how we’re not locked into one investment
strategy.
If we see a way to profit from a situation – we pounce on it. We can do this only because we’re so close
to the action.
It’s just one example of the kind of big-picture investment ideas we publish in Without Borders…
And we’ll show you how to take advantage of all of these wealth- and freedom-enhancing opportunities
when you become a subscriber to Without Borders, quite possibly the most unusual and fascinating
newsletter you will ever read.
And to get you up to speed, I went ahead and put together a special report just for you: Five Crown
Jewels of Global Living & Investing .
Here are some of the treasures waiting for you in your special report:
A modern-day Casablanca where East meets West…full of romance, culture, art, and intrigue
— as beautiful as Paris and at a fraction of the cost. A 1.5-liter bottle of water will cost you
only $0.39. And if you decide to stay, you can find a two-bedroom apartment in its fanciest
neighborhoods for less than $90,000.
With a currency that has appreciated 17% against the dollar, vast mineral wealth, low-import
duties, no export duties, and a capital market about to explode, this could be the ripest new
market for investors. And you can find a three-bedroom/two-bath apartment in the capital for
only $125,000.
The best place in Asia to invest today isn’t China, Japan, India, or Thailand. This booming
Asian country’s stock market is opening this year. While the rest of the world is struggling with
the woes of global finance, this country benefits from one of the lowest tax burdens in the
world, a still-healthy tourism industry, and a wealth of real estate, business, and investment
opportunities.
A booming low-tax oasis where crime is almost non-existent — and at the end of the day, you
pay no income, sales or property taxes. If that isn’t enough, you can also take advantage of
their special expat packages with benefits like free housing and chauffeured transportation.
And my personal favorite…
More European than Europe (no, it’s not Argentina),
clean, modern, and the safest of all of its neighboring
countries, with an economy growing at 7% annually,
low unemployment, and a strong currency. Living
costs are 30% to 60% less than North America.
Medical care is fantastic: Doctors speak English, make
house calls, and will even give you their cell phone
number! And you can start a business with ease and
not have to pay a cent in taxes on international
income. During the winter, its French Riviera-esque
beach community becomes the most happening place
on the planet and home to a dazzling variety of
international visitors. How much do I love this place?
Enough that I’ve already settled down here with my
wife and children!
The best part: I’ll rush you Five Crown Jewels of Global
Living & Investing FREE just for taking a look at Without
Borders.
So what exactly does all of this cost?

In 2008 we visited:
Mexico
Panama
Argentina
Uruguay
Colombia
Chile
Brazil
Paraguay
Venezuela
Costa Rica
UK
France
Spain
Germany
Austria
Hungary
Netherlands
Turkey

Poland
Japan
China
Singapore
Liberia
Morocco
Egypt
Croatia
Serbia
Slovenia
Italy
Switzerland
Bahamas
Slovakia
Estonia
Belgium
Peru
United Arab
Emirates

And more...

A $250,000 Travel Itinerary
of over 42 Countries
It goes without saying that you’d be hard-pressed to find and collect this treasure trove of profitable
investing and lifestyle intel on your own. After all, we can’t all be James Bond and Indiana Jones at the
same time.
First, just imagine trying to piece together all the investing and lifestyle treasures mentioned so far on
your own (not to mention the many more our readers have access to). You could comb through back
issues of Condé Nast, Investor’s Business Daily , Lonely Planet , Forbes , and National Geographic looking
for the occasional diamond in the rough.
But that still wouldn’t be the same as traveling yourself…
Especially when you consider that in 2008 alone – Simon and I spent over $250,000 on
travel.
Constantly crisscrossing the world is probably out of the question for most people, and traveling to West
African hotspots like Liberia is not the average person’s idea of a good time. Someone who does make the
effort and takes the enormous risk to dig up hidden opportunities so others can profit could easily charge
thousands of dollars for his services.
But Without Borders won’t cost you that much – not even close – for the simple reason that Simon and
I want as many investors as possible to take advantage of the international investment gems we keep
digging up.
Usually, an annual subscription is just $249 — but we feel that in these tough economic times, you should
get every chance to benefit from the unique opportunities Without Borders provides.
Order now, and try out Without Borders for a full 3 months, for only $49.
Yes, you could spend $49 upgrading to the latest cable/satellite television service…
Or you could:
Receive 3 full issues of Without Borders
Spend 90 days exploring the archives as much as
you want
Take advantage of the information in Five
Crown Jewels of Global Living & Investing ,
and
Make a quick fortune on March 9th from the
Somali Pirate Play.
Even if you decide that Without Borders is not for you,
just cancel at any time within the first three months… no
questions asked, no strings attached. The free report is
yours to keep, regardless.
But if you’re thrilled by what you discover in each issue,
simply do nothing and automatically billing will continue
each quarter until you tell us to stop.
Compared with all that you stand to gain in the very near
future, I’d say that is one jaw-dropping bargain.
Want an even better deal?

Our Satisfaction Policy
We think we write the best
adventure-investing newsletter
in the world. But we also
understand this letter is not for
everyone. That’s why we also
strive to have the best
satisfaction policy in the
business. If for any reason at all
– heck – if for no reason at all,
you are not completely satisfied
by our newsletter, we URGE you
to simply contact us within the
first 90 days of your
subscription for a full refund –
no questions asked. Even after
that – we’ll gladly
refund you on a
pro-rata basis.
That’s a promise.

Save $70 by signing up for one year for only $179. You
can cancel at any time and still receive a pro-rata refund.
So go ahead, begin your journey today through a world
without borders — you might never look back.
Best Wishes,

Fitzroy McLean & Simon Black

P.S. Remember, this shipping company has to hear from you by February 25th if you want to take
advantage of the Somali Pirate Play. Then you can immediately and easily begin collecting $3,201, and
possibly over $25,000. But once this play is gone, it’s gone, and I’d really hate to see you miss out.
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